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Digital Technologies And The Museum
Digital Technologies and the Management of Conservation ...
Digital Technologies and the Management of Conservation Documentation A Survey Commissioned by the Andrew W Mellon Foundation Undertaken
by DAVID GREEN Principal, Knowledge Culture with RACHEL MUSTALISH Conservator, The Metropolitan Museum of Art May 19, 2009
Museum Websites and Museum Visitors: Digital Museum ...
a visitor-centered approach when developing digital museum resources, and the need for museum researchers and professionals to better understand
how new information technologies have changed the way museums visitors approach museums and their resources Keywords Museum websites;
museum visitors; digital museum resources; visitor studies Notice
Museum Learning in the Digital Age - DUO
Digital media has recently marked its arrival in both the work of the museum collections and the dissemination of these, and it is the technology
developments which …
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may involve simple feedback (often digital voting), digital storage of images and ideas (for subsequent remote retrieval) or even contributing directly
to the museum’s own exhibits and interpretation Digital technologies facilitate many kinds of collaboration – between museum and learner, between
different institutions and among learners
The impact of digital technologies on the diversity of ...
discussion on the impact of digital technologies on the diversity of cultural expressions At any rate, it is clear that for the culture of Spanishspeaking
countries the digital age does not - represent a possible future but rather a current reality Although a great deal remains to be done
Digital solutions in the field of cultural heritage
adoption of digital approaches in cultural heritage and contribute to establishing uniform standards in the mass digitisation of heritage Recently
launched projects from the third call of the Interreg Europe programme also address the uptake of digital technologies from different perspectives
on Galleries, Libraries, Museums, & Archives
Over the past 20 or more years, digital technologies have dramatically changed the way we consume information, impacting revenue-generating
activities for businesses from music to publishing to education Content is abundant and competition for attention is at an all-time high This
phenomenon has impacted cultural heritage, science and art
Building Digitally Inclusive Communities
BUILDING DIGITALLY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES: A GUIDE TO THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK — 1 — What is digital inclusion — and why does it
matter? Digital inclusion is the ability of individuals and groups to access and use information and communication technologies …
p-..----p---..- CUITURAL HERITAGE TECHNOLOGIES in the …
CUITURAL HERITAGE and TECHNOLOGIES in the THIRD MILLENNIUM Simplified Management of Complex Digital Archive and Web Presentation
Projects David C Calco (*) (*)Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, USA E-mail: davidcalco@oberlinedu ABSTRACT The Allen
Memorial Art Museum (AMAM) at Oberlin College is using
Convergence, Museums and Digital Cultural Heritage
A virtual museum is a digital library that, in addition, is charged with the mission to interpret and proactively communicate cultural heritage, rather
than just provide access (EPOCH, 2007, D211)
UK Museum Sector: Embracing Digitisation
and the digital museum of the future, and explores how we can support you as you develop your digital plans and start your digital transformation, as
well as helping the sector share insights and replicate each other’s digital successes For the purposes of this Cisco paper, ‘digital museum’ refers to
an establishment that takes
Literature Review in Mobile Technologies and Learning
technologies in supporting it An example in this category is the system 3 mobile devices are especially well suited to context-aware applications
REPORT 11 LITERATURE REVIEW IN MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES AND LEARNING LAURA NAISMITH, PETER LONSDALE, GIASEMI VAVOULA,
MIKE SHARPLES, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
Photography-based Digital Imaging Techniques for Museums
M Mudge, C Schroer, et al / Photography-based Digital Imaging Techniques for Museums Adoption of RTI tools is underway at leading museums
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including the Smithsonian Institution, the Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum, the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, and the Worcester Art Museum The
Why digitize? The costs and benefits of digitization
The costs and benefits of digitization microfilm and microfiche Sound and moving image have been stored on film, videotape, audiocassette and LP
records Despite this variety digital technologies, and summarized by DigiCULT (Digital Heritage and Cultural Content) as endorsing the view that:
ENGAGE: THE FUTURE OF MUSEUMS
museum experience Participants are rethinking wayfinding, placement of rest moments, opportunities to teach through exhibition and permanent
collection curation, and points of contact with staff This extends to websites/digital media, and many participants emphasized that digital and inperson experiences should be consistent
Creating a Digital Smithsonian
Creating a Digital Smithsonian is an ambitious five-year plan that lays out how we will accomplish digitization — the activity that will help us realize
these benefits It outlines strategies to digitize our collections and research holdings along with the descriptive, interpretative information that …
An introduction to digital convergence: libraries ...
systems at the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, MD Their findings speak to the importance of new imaging technologies and data management
systems for digital preservation Their efforts illustrate how information professionals can use new digital imaging technologies to provide
unprecedented access to images in ways that
Looking to the A StrAtegic PhiLAdeLPhiA MuSeuM
We must change the ways in which the Philadelphia Museum of Art is experienced now to respond to shifting expectations of what a 21st-century
museum should offer visitors, most significantly through the use of increasingly powerful digital tools These are enabling us to rethink what a visit to
a museum means, to share our
Culture is Digital
Digital Culture Report focuses on the use of digital technology to drive our cultural sector’s global status and the engagement, diversity and wellbeing of audiences This report is the culmination of the Digital Culture Project which I launched in April
Art Museum Staff Demographic Survey 2018
ART MUSEUM STAFF DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 2018 2 Foreword In 2014, the Andrew W Mellon Foundation, Ithaka S+R, the Association of Art
Museum Directors, and the American Alliance of Museums undertook an effort to measure the
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